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din V de 
thermal bulk modulus). Thus from these data 
one can obtain directly a non-thermal measure 
bfthe individual mode gammas for all modes in 
the continuum region of the lattice vibrational 
spectrum. 

Table 2 contains values of 1'1 of modes in cer
tain branches of the acoustic spectrum of sev
eral cubic crystals. The number in parentheses 
following each entry is the reci pro cal of the cube 
of the velocity of sound which is the low tem
perature weighting factor of the mode gamma 
of that branch in units 10-18 (cm/sec)-3. 

The results in Table 2 demonstrate that in any 
given crystal the values of mode gammas may 
be even more anisotropic than the velocity of 
sound e.g. in rubidium iodide the mode gam
mas range from a value + 2,56 for longitudinal 
waves propagating along [100] down to -1·06 

r shear waves propagating along [100]. It is 
also noteworthy that although the average 
gamma does not vary strongly from material to 
material, the range of values of mode gammas 
does. Thus any attempt tq"find an "average an
harmonicity parameter" to relate to a macro
scopic anharmonic effect such as thermal con
ductivity must concern itself not only with the 
values of the parameters, but also with the na
ture of the averaging process used. Also, with a 
few exceptions, it may be seen that the gammas 
of the transverse modes are algebraically smal
ler than those of longitudinal modes. 

SHEARD,(4) COLLINS,(S) SCHUELE et al.(6) have 
calculated limiting low and high temperature 
values of Gruneisen's gamma from various of 
these data on an anisotropic continuum model. 
Collins has in addition used this model to cal
culate an approximate temperature dependence 
of Gruneisen's gamma. DANIELS(7) has calcul
ated the low tem perature limit of I' G in Si and Ge 

d in eo . 
using the relation Yo = - d In V where eo IS 

the low temperature limiting value of the 
Debye temperature. It was possible in this case to 
interpolate in the tables of DE LAUNAy(8) to re-

place the integrations used by the other authors. 
Table 3 gives a summary of the results of these 
calculations, compared with limiting low and 
high temperature values of Gruneisen's gamma 
calculated by WHITE from thermal expansion 
measurements made with an extremely sensitive 
three terminal capacitance method.(9) In all the 
cases where comparisons are possible, the agree
ment of the experimental and calculated values 
of Yo is impressive. However, we shall return to 
this point of agreement later. Agreement of the 
high temperature limiting values is good in Si, 
Ge, Na and the monovalent noble metals. Ana
lysis of the entire curve of I' G vs. T in Si and 
Ge(10) reveals this agreement to be fortuitous. 
In the alkali halides one would not expect an 
averaging over acoustic modes alone to be re
presentative ofthe behavior of the optical modes 
as well so that the agreement in the case of NaCI 
is more surprising than the disagreement in KCl. 
We have attempted to estimate the values of 
optic mode gammas in NaCI and KCl, using the 
Szigeti Relations with MAYBURG'S(l1) data on 
the pressure dependence of the low frequency 
dielectric constant, and data by BURSTEIN and 
SMITH(l2) on strain dependence of the index of 
refraction, together with the pressure depen
dences of the elastic constants. The effect of this 
modification is to improve the agreement in KCl, 
and worsen the agreement in NaC!. 

DISCUSSION 

It appears from Table 3 that the low tempera
ture limit of the Gruneisen constant is quite well 
accounted for by the values of the pressure de
pendencies of the elastic constants of those 
crystals, using values of the constants and their 
pressure derivatives measured at 300 oK. The 
question arises concerning the temperature de
pendencies of the quantities dCfdP, here as
sumed to be negligible. The only data bearing 
on the subject are the classical measurements by 
BRIDGMAN of pressure-volume relations in so
lids. (13) Many of these measurements were made 
at two temperatures, 30 and 75°C. We have 
studied these results in detail for the alkali hal-
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental high and low temperature limiting values of 
Griineisen's gamma compared with theoretical v.alues calculated from pressure depen
dencies of the elastic constants and of the dielectric constant and index of refraction 

in NaCI and KCI 

Yo Yoo 
Theor. 

Material Exp. Theoretical Exp. Theoetical 
including 

optic 
modes 

Si 0'25a 0'25b 0'4411 0'54b 

Ge _c 0'49a 0'48b 0'7211 0'71b 

Cu l'69d l'7ge l'77b 2'00d 2'01e l'98b l'97f 

Ag 2'2d 2·22e 2'22b 2·4d •J NOe 2'40b 2'40f 

Au 2'91· 2'92b 3·()I·k 3'03e 3.04b 3'02f 

Na l'06b 1-141 1-14b 
AI 2'65d 2'61" 2'62b 2·34d •l•k 2'55e 2'58b 

NaCI 0'93d l'0ge l'22b l'23 f l'55d l'51e l'61 b l'6Of 2'16" 
KCI 0'32d 0'31e 0'43b 0·52 l'47d l'06e l'25b 1'57! 1'53~ 

RbI 0'14e 0'19" l'50e 1'25e 
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ides with surprising results. These are shown in 
Table 4 giving the fractional change in volume, 

dB 

implies, in turn, that the experimentally deter
mined values of Griineisen's Gamma have not 
in fact been carried down to the "true T 3

" region 
in which only the elastic continuum states are 
excited, and that y G would exhibit a rise at the 
lowest temperatures, the entire curve of y G vs. T 
resembling qualitatively then a typical curve of 
"Formula Debye Temperature" vs. temperature 
with a very narrow true T3 region , a dip to a 
minimum, then a rise to a high temperature limit. 
Recent measurements by SWENSON et al. (14) on 
the thermal expansion of RbI in the range 2 to 

bulk modulus and dP for a 300 0 temperature 

dB 
change. Note that dP does exhibit even a 

stronger temperature dependence than either of 
the volume or the bulk modulus proper. If the 
·other mode gammas had temperature depend
encies ofthis order, it is possible that the calcula
ted values of Yo would be considerably different, 
probably larger than those quoted in Table 3. This 


